Maintenance
Clean the floor regularly. For general cleaning, use a dust mop or vacuum with the
correct hard surface attachment – never a rotating brush, floor scrubbers, jet mops,
buffers or similar products. If necessary, the floor may be cleaned with a wet mop and
a laminate cleaner.
Avoid using too much water and be sure to squeeze the water out of the mop before
mopping and rinse the mop frequently.
The use of residential steam mops on this product is allowed. Use at lowest power with a
suitable soft pad, and do not hold a steam mop on one spot for an extended period of
time. Refer to the steam mop’s manufacturer instructions for proper usage.
Do not allow for moisture to remain on the floor for longer than 72 hours.
Pet stains (including urine, feces and vomit from domestic cats or dogs) need to be
cleaned within 24 hours.
AtroGuard® floors must never be waxed, polished, sanded or refinished when cleaning.
Do not use detergents, abrasive cleaners, soaps, waxes or polishes.
To protect from scratches, place walk-off area rugs or mats inside exterior doorways to
collect small bits of gravel. We recommend using felt protectors on the legs of
furniture and replacing plastic or metal casters with rubber wheels. Replace plastic or
metal casters on chairs with rubber wheels and lift rather than slide heavy objects
across the floor.

Which kind of rugs can I use on AtroGuard® floor?
You can use any type of rug on AtroGuard® floor. The most important question is which
type of backing the rug has. We recommend to NOT use rugs with a rubber or latex
backing, as these could permanently stain your floor.

Can I use a steam mop on my AtroGuard® floors?

The use of residential steam mops on this product is allowed. Use at lowest power with a
suitable soft pad, and do not hold a steam mop on one spot for an extended period of
time (longer than 5 minutes). Refer to the steam mop’s manufacturer instructions for
proper usage.
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